The origin of brain asymmetry and its psychotic reversal.
Ontogenetic brain-asymmetry and its reversal in schizophrenia constitute special cases of a more fundamental principle of sensory-motor integration. Transmitted through an immature optical system, asymmetric inputs from the left visual field induce the infant's right hemispheric preference for lower spatial frequencies during early mother-child interaction. The emerging classical features of hemispheric specialisation later in life can be accounted for by a transformation law of the neuronal reference frames based on relativistic non-linear information processing. Accordingly, the asymmetric distributions of the cannabinoid receptor CB1 in the right basal ganglia and the left area of Wernicke reflect the preferences for lateralised posture, positioning, and speech. Epigenetic development of brain asymmetry thus unifies the different aspects related to cradling and breast-feeding, speech- and visuospatial processing, the dimensional conversion of spatiotemporal information and, in the case of a dysbalanced cannabinoid system, its psychotic reversal. The predicted right hemispheric shift and the inverse relationship between Kolmogorov entropy and its dimensional embedding (Shannon entropy) has ultimately been confirmed by non-linear EEG analysis of a fluoro-methyl-anadamide induced model psychosis splitting conscious from unconscious mental processes.